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In the Universe everything concerning space of Anything, God and Time! It belongs both to material, and to inner world!

CONCERNING RELATIVITY
Вот уж действительно, всё относительно, - всё-всё-всё». 
Владимир Высоцкий

And what there further?
Physicists reflect on what lies behind borders of our Universe. Scientists have created several theories of existence something outside the Universe. However, all of them are based on scoping of Hubble. In cosmology Hubble's volume, Hubble's radius or Hubble's sphere – area of the extending Universe surrounding the observer outside which objects move away from the observer with a speed bigger, than velocity of light.
Now scientists have found Universe borders which are shown in the form of numerous bright flashes (explosions) on its suburbs. This phenomenon can be observed even with the naked eye.
According to our exclusive hypothesis the Universe has a power cover where velocity of light decreases to zero!
Hypothesis: Velocity of light in a power cover of the Universe decreases to zero. Beyond her limits Antivselennaya with the physical laws begins.

Deviates somehow strange
Ведь даже Эйнштейн, физический гений, весьма относительно все понимал. 
Владимир Высоцкий

As a result of the researches conducted by us it has been established that the ray of light near massive objects can deviate in both parties and oddly – it is mirror!
Hypothesis: the ray of light deviates in different directions under the influence of gravitational field of a body.
Comparative photos of shadows of objects on Earth and on the Moon are provided as the powerful proof of the made hypothesis (without the atmosphere!), where outlines of zones of shadows (fig. 1) are obviously looked through.

Fig. 1. Shadows from objects on the Moon and on Earth